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Abstract: Now a day’s many people should match to stock their input on cloud or also called PCS. For changing scenario 

of the world new security issues possess to resolved in sequence to succour other people for procedure their input in 

cloud. When the user is limited to entry their data on cloud, then he will get helps from its deputy to access their data. On 

another side, isolated input integrity analysis additionally an main security problems in cloud data storage. It creates the 

users scan even if their deployed inputs are stored perfect with loading the entire data. For the security issues, we 

nominate a deputy-oriented data transferring and isolated data integrity analysis imitation in ID based public (i.e 

general) key cryptography: identity-based deputy- oriented input transferring & isolated data integrity analysis in a 

public (i.e general) cloud (ID-ITIA). The proposed ID-ITIA protocol is conclusive and secure based on the harshness of 

computing Diffie–Hellman problem. Our ID-ITIA procedure is also systematic & flexible. Established on original user’s 

permission, the nominated ID-ITIA protocol can fulfil delegated isolated input probity examining, & public (i.e general) 

isolated data (input) probity analyzing. 

Keywords:  cloud computing, proxy public key cryptography, identity-based cryptography, isolated data integrity checking. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Now, the fast growth of computer science and transmission 

skills, its big supply of data (input) is processed. These huge 

data wants are more powerful computing resource and larger 

storage space. In last few years, cloud computing satisfies the 

supplication needs and develops very fast. Actually, it takes 

the data handling as a service, i.e. computing, input security, 

stock. When we are applying public (general) cloud stages 

then users are satisfied for the load of general input access 

with self-govern geographical areas, storage management, 

etc. Thus, many users should similar to stock & handle their 

data (input) by using isolated cloud computing. 

The users can store their huge data (input) in 

isolated public (general) cloud server in public (general) 

cloud measuring. Considering the stocked input is outward 

authority of users, it shows the security issue chances in 

words of confidentiality, availability and integrity of input 

and service. Isolated data integrity analysis is a primal that 

can be applied to convince the cloud users that their inputs 

are retained undamaged. In a few unique cases, the input 

holder may be limited to entry in PCS (i.e means Public 

Cloud Server), the input holder will depute the work of data 

procedure and transferring to the tertian party i.e eg. As 

Isolated. On another hand, the isolated input integrity analysis 

protocol must be well organized in order to create it suitable 

for volume-restricted end nodes. Therefore, located on ID-

based deputy public (general) key cryptography &public 

cryptography. Now, we will learn ID-ITIA protocol. 

II ASSOCIATED WORK 

There are numerous security problems in cloud.. [1]. 

So paper is established on analysis outcomes of ID-based 

public (general) key cryptography, isolated data integrity 

analyzing &  proxy cryptography in public cloud .hence, In 

some instances of the cryptographic process will be deputed 

to the tertian party i.e (eg. proxy).Proxy cryptography is a 

very vital cryptography primitive . So, Now we have to use 

proxy cryptography. Since Mambo et al at 1996, nominated 

the idea of deputy cryptology system. [2]. while the bilinear 
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pairings are carried into the identity-based cryptography, 

cryptography becomes systematic and workable. After all ID- 

based cryptography turns extra workable because it shuns the 

certificate management, many specialists are appropriate to 

learn ID-based deputy cryptography. Since Yoon et al  2013,  

nominated an ID-based deputy signature  plan with message 

comeback [3]. Chen BC, Yeh HT nominated deputy signature 

plan and entrance deputy signature plan from Wail pairing 

[4]. Through merging proxy cryptography with encryption 

techniques, parts of proxy re-encryption planes are 

nominated. Liu et al. characterize & created attribute-based 

deputy signature [5]. Guo et al. introduced a non-interactive 

chosen-plaintext attack (CPA), secure proxy re-encryption 

plan, which is defiant to collusion attacks in imitating re-

encryption keys [6]. In others, real proxy re-encryption planes 

and their supplications are also nominated [7]. In public 

cloud, isolated data integrity analyzing is an main security 

issue. Since the user’s huge data is outward of their authority, 

the end user’s data can be sealed by the injurious cloud server 

nevertheless of knowingly or accidentally. 

The tertian party inspecting is necessary in cloud 

computing. [8]. The user can entrance in the isolated data 

with self-reliant geographical areas by using cloud storage. 

The end users can be mobile and limited in computation and 

storage. So, its systematic and unharmed ID-ITIA protocol is 

more appropriate for cloud users qualified with mobile end 

users. 

An ID-ITIA protocol exists of four disparate entities which 

are reported below:   

 Original User: an alive, which has huge data to be 

transferred to public cloud server by the nominated 

deputy (i.e proxy),can execute the  isolated data integrity 

analyzing. 

 Public cloud server: an alive, which is regulated by cloud 

accommodation provider, has significant storage area and 

computing resource to sustain the user’s data. 

 Proxy: an alive, which is permitted to process the 

Original Users data and transfer them, is elected and 

permitted by Original User. When Proxy satisfies the 

ticket mω which is added and provided by Original- 

User, it can procedure and transfer the original users 

data; differently, it cannot execute the process. 

 Key generation center: an alive, when accepting 

originality, it corresponds to received identity when 

engenders the private key. 

Role of isolated input integrity monitor, in all the 

isolated input integrity monitoring protocols are differentiated 

into two categories: private isolated data (input) probity 

analyzing & public (general) isolated data integrity checking. 

In the replication monitoring stage of private   isolated input 

integrity monitoring, a part of secret information is necessary.  

On other side, secret information is not needed in the 

replication checking of public  isolated data integrity 

monitoring. Especially, when the secret information is 

deputed to the tertian party, the tertian party can also execute 

the isolated data integrity monitoring. In this case, it is also 

called deputed monitoring.   

For Original Users we are using User Module and 

PCS (Public Cloud Server) we are using Admin Module 

because we are providing file upload facility to admin so its 

communicate to PCS and User module also indirectly through 

Transaction manager module(i.e Proxy).KGC (Key 

Generation Center) its present at User module when its wants 

to write or download file. 

Admin Module: In this, we have provided file upload facility 

for this module none of the other can upload file to server 

accept admin. When file upload to the server it would be 

provide key for upload file from admin side. If user wants to 

access this file then it will be send request for file. When 

admin upload file to the server after that in Transaction 

Manager module it will show which file is upload and it is 

accept or reject, if Transaction manager accept file then it 

will show to user (means this file also at server). In Admin 

Module, we can provide short description for those users who 

are newly registered for ID-ITIA protocol. When new users 

register then it will be accept first from Admin side to login 

ID-ITIA protocol. 

User Module: In this, user can see the files which are 

uploaded by admin. If user wants to access file then first it 

will sent request for particular file. This request goes to 

Transaction Manager then if Transaction Manager wants to 

accept request then it will give permission for accessing file. 

If permission is given by Transaction Manager then it is valid 

to access these file. When user click on write or download 

button first it will be enter secret key to access file on right 

side one KGC (Key Generation Center).  When user clicks on 

KGC button it will check this user is valid to access this file. 

If valid then it will give secret key for file access else it will 

show an error message i.e (“You’re not valid user to 

write/download this file”). 

Transaction Manager Module: In this, Transaction 

Manager can provide file upload permission to admin. If user 

send request for particular file then first it will be came to 

Transaction Manager it shows in Requested file tab. In 

Transaction Manager Module it provides file permission to 

that user which is requested for the particular file. In this 

module, it will provide three permissions mode i.e Read, 

write and Download modes. If transaction Manager give read 

mode permission then it’s ok when user click on Read button 

it will show file which is in Read only. If Transaction 

manager gives write and download mode permission then it 

will ask for secret key for access file. 
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III SYSTEM MODEL AND SECURITY MODEL  

OF ID-ITIA 

 We have give an security model and system model 

ID-ITIA protocol. An ID- procedure consists of four 

disparate realities which are described below: 

1) Original User: an alive, which has huge data to be 

transferred to public cloud server by the nominated deputy 

(i.e proxy),can execute the  isolated data integrity analyzing. 

2) Public Cloud Server : an alive, which is regulated by cloud 

accommodation provider, has significant storage area and 

computing resource to sustain the user’s data. 

3) Proxy: an alive, which is permitted to process the Original 

Users data and transfer them, is elected and permitted by 

Original User. When Proxy satisfies the ticket mω which is 

added and provided by Original- User, it can procedure and 

transfer the original users data; differently, it cannot execute 

the process. 

4) Key Generation Center: an alive, when accepting 

originality, it corresponds to received identity when 

engenders the private key. 

In our ID-ITIA protocol, Original User will interact with PCS 

to check the isolated data integrity. Thus, we give the 

definition of proof system with interactive manner. Then, we 

are given the systematic definition and security model of ID- 

DUIC protocol. 

Definition 1 (Proof System with Interactive manner): Let 

c, s: N → R be functions satisfying c(n)>s(n) + 1 p(n) for 

some polynomial p(·).In collective proof system for the 

language L, with soundness bound s(•)  and completeness 

bound c(•) contain an collective pair (P,V). If 

1) Soundness: every x ∈ L and every collective machine B, Pr 

[< B,V >( x)=1]≤s(|x|). 

2) Completeness: every x ∈ L, Pr 

In the definition of ID-PUIC, i.e., Definition 2, we will take 

use of the interactive proof system. 

Definition 2 (ID-ITIA): An ID-ITIA procedure is collection 

of four stages  

1-Setup 

2-Extract 

3-Proxy-key Generation 

4-Tag Generation 

The detailed phases are described below. 

1) Setup: Although security parameter k is input and 

algorithm outputs master secret key and system public 

parameters. In system public parameters, it made master 

secret key msk and public key confidential by Key 

Generation Center (KGC)..   

2) Extract: Although system public parameters, identity ID 

are input, master secret key msk and Key generation center 

(KGC) gives the private key i.e. sID that equivalents to 

identity ID. 

3) Proxy-Key Generation: Original Client generates the 

warrant mω and signs mω. Then, it posts the warrant- 

indication (i.e signature) pair to the deputy (i.e proxy). Upon 

receiving the warrant- indication (i.e signature) pair from 

Original Client, the deputy  produces the deputy-key by 

applying itself private key.   

4) Tag Generation: Input the file block Fi and the proxy-key 

produces the matching tags Ti. Then, it transfers the block-

tag pair to Public cloud server.   

5) Proof: It contains very attractive proof system which is in 

between Public cloud server and Original Client. and at the 

last attractive proof procedure, Original Client outputs it 

gives a bit i.e. 0's and 1's denoting “success” or “failure”. 

 A practical ID-ITIA procedure must be effective and 

probably secure. Located on the computation and 

communication above, coherence analysis can be given. On 

another side, a secure ID-ITIA procedure must be fulfilling 

the following security needs: 

1) Original User can perform the ID-ITIA procedure without 

the internal copy of the file(s) is to be examined.   

2) Only if the deputy (i.e proxy) is permitted, it satisfies the 

warrant mω, the proxy can process the file(s) and upload the 

block- tag pairs on behalf of Original User.   

3) Original user cannot substitute the deputy to produce 

block-tag pairs i.e. (proxy-protection stuff is fulfilled).   

4) If a few disputed block-tag matches are lost or altered, 

public cloud servers can't precede Original User’s integrity 

examining. 

To show the over security needs, we formalize the security 

definition of an ID-ITIA protocol. First, we give the formal 

definition of proxy-protection. 

Definition 3 (Proxy-Protection): An ID-ITIA protocol 

satisfies the property of proxy-protection if for the 

probabilistic polynomial time adversary AD1, the probability 

that AD1 wins the ID-ITIA game-1 is negligible. The ID-

ITIA game-1 between AD1 and the challenger U1 is given 

below: 

1) Setup: The challenger U1 runs Setup and gets the system 

public parameters and master secret key. By running Extract, 

U1 gets Original User IDo’s personal (i.e. private) key sID o 

and the proxy IDp’s private key sIDp It posts the Original 

User IDo’s private key sID o and public parameters to AD1 

although it retains confidential the proxy IDp’s private key 

sIDp and master secret key msk. 

2) Oracle queries: AD1 adaptively queries the oracles 

Extract, Hash, Proxy-key Generation, and Tag Generation to 

U1 below: 

 Extract queries. AD1 queries the entity ID’s private key 

to U1. For the identity ID, U1 runs Extract and gets the 

private key sID. Then, it forwards sID to AD1.The 

restriction is that IDp cannot be queried in the phase, i.e., 

IDp ∈ S.   
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 Hash queries. AD1 queries hash oracle to U1 adaptively. 

U1 responds AD1 the hash values.   

 Proxy-key Generation queries. AD1 sends (ID o, ID p) to 

U1 and queries the proxy-key where the original client is 

ID o and the proxy is ID p. Denote S as the set which is 

composed of all the queried original client identity and 

proxy identity pairs. The restriction is that (ID o, IDp)∈ 

S.   

 Tag Generation queries. AD1 produces block-tag pair 

questions flexibly. For the block Fi, U1 computes its tag 

Ti and responds AD1 with Ti. 

 At the end of game-1, AD1 outputs the forged 

block-tag pair (F, T) with non-negligible probability, where F 

has not been queried to Tag Generation oracle. If (F, T) is 

valid block-tag pair, then AD1 succeeds the atop game with 

significant possibility. The security definition 3 gives the 

formal security definition for proxy-protection property of 

ID-ITIA protocol. Let Original User be the adversary. If 

Original User cannot win the ID-ITIA game-1 with non- 

negligible probability, then the ID-ITIA protocol satisfies the 

proxy-protection property. 

IV CONTRIBUTIONS AND RESULTS 

In contribution paper, we have to do this in three 

modules such as Admin Module, User Module and 

Transaction Module. 

Admin Module: In this, we have provided file upload facility 

for this module none of the other can upload file to server 

accept admin. When file upload to the server it would be 

provide key for upload file from admin side. If user wants to 

access this file then it will be send request for file. When 

admin upload file to the server after that in Transaction 

Manager module it will show which file is upload and it is 

accept or reject, if Transaction manager accept file then it 

will show to user (means this file also at server). 

In Admin Module, we can provide short description 

for those users who are newly registered for ID-ITIA 

protocol. When new users register then it will be accept first 

from Admin side to Login ID-ITIA protocol. 

User Module: In this, user can see the files which are 

uploaded by admin. If user wants to access file then first it 

will sent request for particular file. This request goes to 

Transaction Manager then if Transaction Manager wants to 

accept request then it will give permission for accessing file. 

If permission is given by Transaction Manager then it is valid 

to access these file. When user click on write or download 

button first it will be enter secret key to access file on right 

side one KGC (Key Generation Center).  When user clicks on 

KGC button it will check this user is valid to access this file. 

If valid then it will give secret key for file access else it will 

show an error message i.e (“You’re not valid user to 

write/download this file”). 

Transaction Manager Module: In this, Transaction 

Manager can provide file upload permission to admin. If user 

send request for particular file then first it will be came to 

Transaction Manager it shows in Requested file tab. In 

Transaction Manager Module it provides file permission to 

that user which is requested for the particular file. In this 

module, it will provide three permissions mode i.e Read, 

write and Download modes. If transaction Manager give read 

mode permission then it’s ok when user click on Read button 

it will show file which is in Read only. If Transaction 

manager gives write and download mode permission then it 

will ask for secret key for access file. 

 

Figure 1: Shows ID-ITIA protocol  

 In above Figure 1, its shows an implementation of 

three modules in ID-ITIA protocol. In this Admin , 

Transaction Manager , User and PCS. 

 Admin: In this admin only can upload file to the PCS 

and user can access file after their request has been 

accepted by Transaction Manager. 

 User: In this User can request for the file to the 

Transaction manager and It can provide file permission 

for the user. If once it get the file permission i.e. Read, 

Write and download then it can be authentic or valid user 

to access those file(s).   

 Transaction Manager: In this it can be get file from 

admin side and added secret key with them. When user 

(Original User) wants to access file then it request for 

particular file then it will provide file permission then it 

will get the file from PCS. 

V RESULTS 

 We are trying to show how proposed system is 

better than based paper in this graph shows time for 

processing their work performance. In below graph we are 
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indicating admin, transaction manager and user module time 

cost. 

1. Admin Module Graph 

 In admin module graph we are indicating time and 

memory usage for execution. In time we have measure in 

milliseconds (ms) and memory usage in percentage (%). 

 
Figure 2: Graph for Admin Module 

 In above Figure 2, we have shown admin module 

performance according to their time and memory usage for 

execution. 

2. Transaction Manager Module 

 In transaction manager module graph we are 

indicating time and memory usage for execution. In time we 

have measure in milliseconds (ms) and memory usage in 

percentage (%). 

 In below Figure 3, we have shown Transaction 

Manager Module performance according to their time and 

memory usage for execution. 

 
Figure 3: Graph for Transaction Manager Module 

3. User Module 

 In User module graph we are indicating time and 

memory usage for execution. In time we have measure in 

milliseconds (ms) and memory usage in percentage (%). 

 
Figure 4: Graph for User Module 

 In above Figure 4, we have shown user module 

performance according to their time and memory usage for 

execution. 

4. Combined Graph 

 In combined graph we can show the performance of 

all three modules with their execution time and memory 

usage percentage. 

 

 
Figure 5: Combined Graph 

 In above Figure 5, we have finally mentioned all 

three modules in common graph for understand module graph 

performance according to the time and usage for execution. 
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VI CONCLUSION 

We perform in paper it’s followed Two layer 

security i.e at Original User’s to Pkg & Proxy to Pkg. We 

have trying to provide three layer security. We have added 

User instead of Original Clients & Transaction Manager 

instead of Proxy, pkg & Admin instead of PCS. In above 

paper it is provided Original Client can also get & upload file 

to the PCS but we are doing little bit change in that User can 

only get or download files because in public cloud End user 

can only give request for the file or data and get files or data 

as per the request granted by Transaction Manager and 

Transaction Manager should give the permission to access 

files So we think it’s good as per previous one. 

VII FUTURE SCOPE 

The future work for this system design is to add more 

Transaction Manager Nodes for efficient access of data files. 

When Admin side its upload files on server for user can 

access these file when it requested for specific file. In case at 

admin side if occurring more burden then transaction 

manager can handle their task i.e. In present, Transaction 

Manager can accept the file upload request from Admin side, 

and in future Transaction Manager can Handle as Admin 

when admin in crashed. When we add this step then it will 

decrease data failure chance. 
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